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Final Plans Completed For Big
Game Noise Parade, Hop,
Rally Friday Night
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hard-time garb early Friday morning and
Get into your din-feat
Friday," was Rally Chairman Bob Free’s instructions
day
all
It
VOL. XXVI
wear
he and his aides yesterday wound up plans for th(
to Staters as
parade.
noise
annual big game
i
The triple -star program:
4:00- Organization and individual /1018C parade which will whit
residential district, reaching First and Santa Clara
about San Jose’s
and ending at 5:30.
streets at five o’clock,
6:00 Hard -time dance with music furnished by Jack Gwen and
Jos Rapose in their initial appearance on the campus.
8:00- Rally directly after the dance in the Morris Dailey auditoihim, featuring Santa Clara coaches and surprise entertainment.
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Community Chest Dance Set For
Noon Today In Quad; Three Days
Remain For Students Campaign
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Be rg Urges Staten, Organizations
Reach Charity Quota By Friday

"Two nickels, ten pennies or so,
or even gold nuggets will all help
fill the yawning mat:
Liii. Coatroller’s office," he added.
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Harping back to the old days.
we find the co-eds plucking lyres
for a past time . . . present day
co-eds spend their time looking
for free rides to football games
to pass the afternoon.
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In the quad today, noon dancers, spectators, lunchers, and through
traffic will all be asked to aid in the lagging Community Chest drive.
"Boys, bring your dalmesI mean dimes and damesor just
stag itanyway come to the dance with some money," was drive
Chairman Norman Berg’s frantic message to Sparta yeserday as he
Jack Wiles made plans for a
iand
last charity benefit.
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Individual contributions will be
taken in a "kitty box" to the
tunes of a ten-piece band made
up of music majors from the Phi
Mu Alpha fraternity.
To date only a little over $100
has been subscribed in the campus
charity drive. With $300 set as
as quota and only three more days
remaining in which to gather
funds, drive officials point out that
ten cents from every member of
the student body is all that is
needed to turn the drive from failure to an overwhelming success.
Contributing organizations have
now put the fund over the halfway mark. Organizations who
have not submitted their contributions are urged to place them
In the Controller’s office as soon
as possible. Friday is the deadline.

WHOSE QUEEN?
She may be queen for the Santa
Clara -San Jose football game; she
vvas elected by the San Jose varsity football team: but the catch
of it is she prefers dates with
Santa Clara football men.
Of course the Spartan varsity
is a wee bit hot about the situation, but what can they do about
it? She has a perfect right to
feel that way about a certain
Santa Clara person as she was
also queen of one of their games,
and it does create quite a situation to be queen for both colleges.
Now if San Jose State comes
out on top after the game Saturday, maybe the queen will decide that State varsity men are a
mite better than Santa Clara men,
and that will clear up the situa.
tion remarkably.

Come On In!
P. E. Majors To Hold
Swim -Sup Tonight
"Come on in, sissy, the watei
fine," was the challenge of women
physical education majors today
In reference to the Swim-a-nie
to be held tonight in the college
pool from 5 to 6 o’clock.
Games, relays, and stunts for
the sink-easies as well as the
swim-easies will feature the swimming party, after which the assemblage will adjourn to an Italian hotel, famous for its cuisine
anpetizers. The meal and swim
are included in the 52-cent elm rem
Students interested in particirit
ing in the affair are request, d
to sign on the bulletin boiii.1
at the pool or the women’s gy,
if they intend to have dinner.
"You are welcome to come swim and not eat eat and not
swim, but the best time will be
"Even if I travel as far as 1,000
had by those who do both," anmiles for a picture, I never mako
nounced Miss Gail Tucker.
All swimmers must have per-, more than one negative of that
mita from the Health office before :ieette."
they may participate.
So declared Edward Weston,
world famous photographer, in an
rtxclusive Spartan Daily interview
at his son’s studio in San Francisco

Robert Wind To Speak
At Entomology Meet

Edward West o n. Photographer, Interviewed
-PHOTOGRAPHY

VITAL

PART

OF

DAY"

:a print.’
Mr. Weston will lecture in the
college Little Theater tomorrow
evening at 8 o’clock on "Photography as a pure art".
An exhibit of Weston’s woe’s
will be displayed until November
6 during the hours of 10 a.m.
to 6 p.m. in the Exhibit room
of the Civic auditorium.

Robert G. Wind, founder of the
!tactic Biological Service in Berkeley, will speak at the Comstock

Mr. Weston refuses to take posed Entomology club meeting tonight
I photographs. It is part of his phil- at 7:30 in room 10 of the Science
osophy that a picture of a posed building.
subject loses its spontaniety.

"I find it much more difficult to
take a picure of a beautiful girl
than one of an old man or woman,"
the artist stated. "It’s hard to get
afternoon,
s4nturday
hono eta
vary 51.0111,
more than beauty in the picture
held a dinner meeting at a
"I’m sure of all outside factors
local
of the girl, while those of older
Ian Hotel last night. Dr. Jamesi such as exposure before I tak,
image which showed on the ground people are full of character."
0- Wood was the chief speaker of a picture," he added. "My finished
(Continued on Page Eight)
glass of the cameraI never trim
the evenin
Icture is an exact copy of the

Pegasus Meets
Pegamm.

Illustrating his talk on biological
supply house with moving pictures,

Wind, who has collected butterflies and insects for many years.
will show pictures of one of his
recent trips to Navajo Mountain
in Arizona.
All club members are urged to
attend the meeting,
interested is invited.

and anyone
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editorial

Fruits Of Their Labors

Cooks

THE CANDID

CAMPUS...
OBSERVED
BY THE EDITORS

Men’s Goose

cui

gETIV 01%15
1’

No Man

In

the Green Hat arrived to disapprove of our editorial policies, no
Charles Leong to advocate campus
reforms, SO-0 . . .

We Women
present a NEWSpaper with a brief
editorial comment entirely devoted to women’s interest . .
edited in the serene atmosphere
of the "no man’s land" of the
Publications office . .

Woman’s Place
Is still in the home if we believe
the majority of San Jose State
college co-eds. Most of the girls
admit they plan careers only to
fill the interim between graduation and marriage. Which is a
good sign that the world’s greatest institution the home, is in no
Immediate danger of extermination.

FOWL FOULS
FEEBLE FARCE
OF FELLERS
THE YIPPOO BIRD .. scientic
dilema of the age, has been re
vealed as a flighty female. Just
as every history hero has had the
guidance of a woman; so is the
field of scientic endeavor being led

It’s Smart

TO BE DUMB
By CHARLOTTE LOWE
I walked into the Personnel ofsuperior in mentality to the men.
NOP fice the other day with a beamWe never had cause to question
ing face and a spring of confithe factall about us there was
dence in my gait. I felt like a
evidence in the actions of the
young colt . . running for the
males.
green pastures.
But I came out brow-beaten,
hating the world, and afraid to
look a man in the face.
on

We all thought that the women
the Daily staff were by far

Brawn?
Not Necessary, Says
Dr.

Narbutovskih

"Women are better than men
in any field of work except where
It takes brawn," is the opinion
of Dr. B. Narbutoviskih, who is
a philosopher, teacher of languages and a few other things.
When asked if he thought girls
would make good in engineering,
aviation, and fields mostly occupied by men, Narbutovskih was
decidedly in the affirmative.
"It doesn’t take a great physical strength to accomplish these
fields, it depends more on traininitiative,
endurance,
and
ing,
brains. The supposedly weaker sex
has just as many of these qualities
as the masculine members of society.
"Girls would be perfect specimens of humanity if they would

page

But we were wrong and with a
sense of martyrdom we admit it!
According to the averages of the
percentiles of personnel tests, we
are topped by 21 points.
I can’t see why they let men
like Ray Wallace loose on U3.
No laurels intended, he’s the only
genius here, but you know what
they say about geniuses.
Even if the male side of life
did pass those tests better, half
of them can’t tell a peroxide from
the real McCoy, or a gold digger
from a sweet young thing. And
everyone of us women can tell a
line when we hear one. They don’t
put much over on us.
And look what we get by with:
In the average American home
throw off their superficiality. Most
women of today dress in pretty
rags trying to take men’s minds
off from their work instead of
using their brains to put men out
of work. This idea, how women
being all perfume, bright nail
polish and artificiality, is all
wrong. The only thing that will
really put a woman in a prominent position today is the use
of her brains along the right
channels, looks will not do Ulla"

SAN JOSE STATE COLLEGE

Dean Praises Students
Faculty On Cooperation
Here we are again, with another
Women’s Edition of the Spartan
Daily! I wonder why there is always so much comment about a
Women’s Edition, as though it
were something peculiar or abnormal for the women to edit a good
editigp- and by themselves, toil!!
It is certainly just ai good and
just as interesting as any other
edition, and perhaps a little better
than some. At all events, it is definitely in the Spartan tradition,
and we are glad to have it once
in awhile. We have a large number of fine new women students
this year, and it is going to be
quite a challenge to everyone to
keep pace with them. Many of
them have already been in to ask
by women.
Center of a stormy and bitter
controversy, led on one side by
Mickey Slingluff, and on the other
by Mr. Dwight Bente’, the Yippoo
has been sighted by fenmine staff
members. According to Slingluff,
the picture of the bird which
Bentel claims to have photographed
is merely stain from photographic
developer. "I, alone have seen the
bird, I saw it in a vision," Slingtuff said.
p ro v en
been
have
BOTH
WRONG. Onec more Women have
triumphed!
Caught in an unguarded moment
by women staff members, the Yippoo bird was discovered gazing
disdainfully at the alleged photograph of herself in the Publications darkroom. The above picture
proves veracity of this statement.
What will be the fate of the
Yippoo, a femal of the species?
the woman, with subtlety as a
keynote, wears the pants. We give
the men an adventure in godhood
and they eat it upand so do we
WE’RE
D U M B, BUT
IT’S
THE SMART THING TO DO.

CENTRAL
PHARMACY
Prescription
Druggists

EDITORIAL

Bear Photo

Maxine Walther
Marian Schumann
Itejeana James

SOB

SISTERS

Helen Hooker, Betty Deming, Mary Ellen Stull, Patricia Blackwood,
Charlotte Lowe, Geraldine Stickles, Shirley Straub, Florence Tam!
Jeanne Tuttle.

Daum

at Newby’s at 7:30. Than al hi
cars pick up them as hasn’t fit
the library.

There will be a meeting of the
Sociology Club today at noon in
Room 2 of the Haile Economics
building. All those interested are
invited to attend.
There will be an important
Social Affairs Committee meeting today, Wednesday, at 12:30,
in the Student Body President’s
office in the Co-op.
Marion Cilker.

FERGUSON
MUSIC HOUSE
250 So.

Sheet

First St.

Music,

Bal. 85E

Music

Books

& all music used at State

BAND

Deutscher Verein meets tonight

INSTRUMENTS

ACCESSORISS

MELVIN’S
Stationery, Gifts
Party Mdse, Printing

PIANOS & INSTRUMENT,:
TO RENT

See our daily music specials

240 SOUTH FIRST STREET
-I

AT" PRUSSIA’S NOW

Stadium
Wools

Agents

Delicious
HOT
CHOC
A delicious cup of hot chocolate
with the oncoming cold weather
will set you right for a good
sleep. Come in and try itof
course with whipped cream.

They’re good bright
shades, to wear under
your new coat . . . to
look gay when you
dance of ter the
game Simple, but not
tailored, they have
the right soft little
touches.

1395

Co-Editors

BOARD

Managing Editor
Feature Editor
Sports Editor

NOTICES

And Ho, girls, it is pare
responsibility to help in the pit,
that go to better our college, ;
give of your support and et,
thusiasin and energy and able
to keep up the progress we
now making, even though
actual results may not be vie/
while you are in college. But otit
girls will be in college and if yo,
put your ’shoulder to the eat
and boost, not knock, and pualt
hold back, San Jose State la
march triumphantly forward wit:
the leading colleges of the Ws
Shall we begin, right now’
MISS HELSN
Dean of Women.

Tel, Col. 809 217 So. 1st
Hotel Montgomery Bldg.

THE CAUSE OF IT ALL
JEANNE MOREHEAD, ORA LINDQUIST

You students of this year have
over
advantage
wonderful
a
others who were here before. You
have our fine new Spartan Union!
You are enjoying the fruits of
their labors, for it took much
planning and working and cooperation on the part of students and
faculty to produce such a building.
I wonder how many of you realize
the part Dr. MacQuarrie and Mr.
Thomas and last year’s student
body president, Paul Becker, played
in the securing of this result!

Many, many others, incledingik
present
president and atik
council have helped In tint
ways, also.

4

SPARTAN DAILY
Dedicated to the test interests of San Jose State
_
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n
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435
Columbia
1145 South First Street
Subscription ik pro quarter or UM per year.

me about various activities, and
to suggest that they would like
to help somewhere. Others have
been in just to get acquainted,
and I am impressed by their fine
spirit and eagerness to become
a part of our college. I hope to
see more of you, girls.

Garden City
Creamery
76 E. Santa Clara St.
SAN

11),,1

*WOO
127-133 South First

Ni
Noticed Our
Windows Welt’
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Ah, The French Women.
I FIRST LADY
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"The French women -- they are
Newby.
hcautihd," sighed Dr. L. C.
"Give me the American college
to
woman anytime in preference
woman,"
the European university
exploded Dr Boris Lubowski.
Both men are language instrucand
tors at San Jose State college,
since both have traveled extensivefor
ly in Europe, have justification
their opinions.
STUNNING CO-EDS
According to Dr. Newby, the
French are the only people in
Europe who have stunning women
attending the universities. Again
he sighed, "Those French women
In Switserland."
There are few women in the
European universities as compared
to the number of men, Dr. Newby
said, and except for the French.
they are much too serious minded,
intent purely on learning a profes
sion.
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The European college women
don’t know how to play and relax,"
Dr Lubowski declared.
"Here in America the women
are leaders and are interested in
all kinds of things, while the women in Europe have been subjugated by the men for centuries,
and even now they are still under
masculine domination."
SHE CAN COOK
"The continental woman, even
after she has had university training, is only one -faced. I mean she
Is either domestic or professional.
She is never both."
The AMerican woman, after she
has had a college education, Is
well rounded. She has an appreciation of the aesthetic but she can
also do housework. She likes to
play but she can also be serious.
Therein lies her charm Her moods
are changeable. She is not always
the same."

CAMPUS

Named By
Women Members
Of Publications Office
The only woman member of the ,
council. . secretary of the student
body
. polled the most votes In I
the council election . . member of
Orchesis, honorary dance group ..
former active member of Spartan
Spears . . State socialite .
This imposing record of Betty
Bruch is the reason for her being
named First Lady of the Campus
by women staff members of the
Spartan Daily. Miss Bruch is representative of the women students
of San Jose State college, feminine members of the Publications
department believe.

Football
Hero’s
Wife

BETTY BRUCH

PURCHASE OF EARLY CO-ED’S
WINTER WARDROBE NOT
ACCOMPLISHED IN ONE DAY
Unlike the sweet young thing of today who may buy and don :
clothes on the spot, the young lady of 1900 or thereabouts bought
many yards of material for her skirts and shirtwaists or blouses. And,
thereafter for a period of weeks she went to her dressmaker for fittings and consultations.
COTTON STOCKINGS
Down to war days, Miss Co-ed wore black cotton stockings in the
winter time and had a choice of button or lace high top shoes.
For rainy weather she bought a black umbrella, shiny black overshoes, and a somber straight cut raincoat.
FADS, OF COURSE
Fads were just as numerous and just as short lived then as today.
There were pins, brooches they called them, worn at the collar, Mc! kets, strands of beads, and heavy sterling silver bracelets or gold ones.
,
Little bows and big bows were periodically worn in the hair.
But in those days -no college gifl was ever so indiscreet as to
venture forth from the campus without a hat.

WASH DAY

MI SS SPRAGUE
REMEMBERS
WHEN . . .

Every day a wash day, is the theme of the class in laundering
conducted by Miss Mary McIlvaine of the Home Economics department.
In a classroom complete with washboard, washing machine, and
latest equipment, the co-eds are taught the fine art of ironing sans
... the co-eds at San Jose State scorch marks, and -how to iron a man’s shirt properly.
school,
then the
old Normal
could’nt go downtown without hats
preceptress’ orders, might shock
the citizens of San Jose . . Had
to do the least populated part of
the town . . on account of their
shocking gym costumes .. actually
showed their ankles. The townspeople might comment on the lack
of dignity . . in fact they did . .
quite often. The time there was to
be quite an elaborate spring fete
. . the girls had to go to the preeeptress’ office and have their
costume skirts measured to be sure
they were not over 2 or 3 inches
from the ground . . .

ROOS

RELAX, PLEASE
tan as hi

MI
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You have to be a football hero,
to get along with a beautiful girl,
- so believes Connie Sanders, wife
of Norm Sanders, Spartan football
player.
"Being married to a football
player is fun, really it is, although
I don’t see much of Norm, since
he’s been practicing at night. I
worry a lot though, when I watch
the games, for fear he’ll get hurt,"
said Connie smilingly, when asked
how it felt to be a star football
player’s wife.
Norm and Connie who was formerly Consuelo Lucid of San Jose

announced their three month’s
secret marriage last year just bcfore the team left for the Hawaii
game

SEE PAGE 2
FOR NEW
DISCLOSURE ON
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If you enjoy the thrill of unusual beauty, this charming new
GRUEN STAR is a watch after
Your own heart. An exquisitely
dainty timepiece, smartly styled
and a genuine Gruen creation
that brings you beauty and
faithful timekeeping accuracy
for which Gruen is world fatuous!
See’ Me STAR
and a complete
sew fins of GRUEN. HAMILTON, ELGIN. and WALTHTHAM Watehri at nor Store
now.
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For the benefit of the "big boys"
of the college, a seven foot bed.
was recently donated to the Edwin Markham Health Cottage, by
the Spartan Spears, sophomore
girls’ honorary society.

I tally
In those days it wasn’t permisi Bible to be kissed unless the gentleman had made known his "intenand she wore a cap to

!, Dons",

, signify that she was past 25 arid
still unmarried.
"Ladies" of that age were not
in good taste if they earned their

I

living, although they might teach
school provided it was attended
by genteel children only. Algebra,
then, was an unlady-like subject.
and there are undoubtedly ladies
of this age who wish it still were.
Gossiping is one thing, however,
that most would agree has not
gone out of vogue.

’
I

Quality Street, the play production to be undertaken by the Sail
Jose Players in December, presents an insight into the peculiarities of the 1810’s, with June
I Chestnut, Ona Hardy, Lorraine
!Callender, Cherry Phillips, and
Officially the youngest, and un- !Emma Borzone in featured roles.
officially one of the prettiest woThe drama portrays an excelmen students at San Jose State lent psychological
picture of one
college is Elsie "Larry" Sabotte, woman at this stage of the height
registered front Santa Clara.
of femininity, according to Miss
She was sixteen October 3.
Margaret Douglas,
director of
COMMERCE MAJOR
"Quality Street".
Elsie is a Commerce major. She
hopes to have a job as a secretary, preferably to a big business
man.
She attended Notre Dame high
school, where she was active in
Students who are working for a
class affairs, particularly in ath- junior high school credential and
letics such as basketball and ten- who are graduating after June,
nis.
1938, are required to take Junior
SKIPPED GRADE
High Observation before student
"How do you account for the teaching, according to Dr. Elmer
fact that you’re in college when H. Staffelbach, head of the educamost girls your age are juniors tion department.
in high school?" a reporter asked.
"I started when I was five, and
I skipped one grade, otherwise
I have just gone straight through."
She had her first date about
two years ago. He was dark, and
she is still partial to brunettes.
(no blondes need apply.)
JUNE CHESTNUT

... Two Generations.

teachers’ college.
"Girls

certainly

different fashion

behaved

in

a

in those days,"

she exclaimed after making this
writer promise not to reveal her
name.
"If the boys who came over
to see us were not gone by 9
o’clock our housemother reported
it to the Dean of Women."

Elmore Initiated

lime women changed landsmensince 1810?

N. 0. Thomas, secretary and
treasurer of the Board of Director of the Health Cottage, speaks
for the board in publicly thanking the Spartan Spears for their
contribution.
This bed is the second of its
kind to be presented to the Cottage and has a Spartan Spear,
1937 placque at the foot of it.

1897 reminisces of the days when
San Jose State college was a

New Member
Flying Club
Selected

New Play Portrays
Girl In Age Of
Femininity

ELONGATED REST

By MARY ELLEN STULL
White hair piled atop her head,
sparkling blue eyes, a radiant
smilea graduate of the class of

1937

. Ladies Of Quality

SPEARS GIVE
LONG BED TO ’
TALL, INFIRM

The first seven footer was given
au a claw present in 1936. Sines’
then the college has purchased
another long bed, making the total of three for the "long fellows".

3,

Dr. E. Staffelbach
Gives New Rule

"Once a model student was
handed a blue slip from the Dean
in 9 o’clock morning assembly,
which everyone was required to
attend. Her beau had stayed until
9:30 because the other girls living
in the house had remained down
stairs with them until 9 o’clock
refusing to leave them alone, so
they felt entitled to a few minutes’ privacy."
Apparently no drastic action was
taken by the Dean.
"I’m getting sick and tired of
these blood red shirts the sophIf I were
omores are wearing.
their mothers, I’d get matching
From a nucleus of "five ladle.,
material to make trousers and and one gentleman" has grown a
for
them
wear
they
that
insist
large list of notable graduates of
pajamas," she said.
San Jose State college.
- Still in the lead as they were an
the beginning, feminine graduates;
,
are women who have achieved.
Ruth Finney is now a leading
Members of the college YMCA
will leave the 4th street entrance newspaper woman. She is thm
to the campus Saturday evening Washington correspondent for San
at 7 o’clock for a weekend re- Francisco and other newspapers.
treat at the Boulder Creek "Y" A graduate of San Jose State in
1918, she immediately joined the
camp.
and
Saturday evening will be the staff of the Sacramento Star
position.
time for a semi-formal introduction worked up to an editorial
ceremony for new members to the She was one of the first thirteen
association, followed by a fireside women correspondents to be adsing and social. Sunday morning mitted to the House and Senate
men.
will be spent in games and a press galleries among 300
San Jose State college can alsg.
chapel service In the natural outof a
door chapel among the Redwood ! boast as the alma mater
Henry
trees Mr. Ralph Eckert will lead president’s wife, for Lou
I Mrs. Herbert Hoover) is a noted
the chapel meeting.
graduate. She is fatuous for her
The group will return Sunday
work in the Y.W C.A. and Girl
morning before noon. TransportaScouts.
tion will he provided for those
Dr. Mariana Bertola has achieved
who do not have a way to go.
great success as a physician. She
There will be a 25 cent charge now holds a fellowship in the
for Sunday morning breakfast, and American Medical association and
each member will he expected to is Physician Emeritus at Mills Colshare the expenses.
lege. She is also a leader in all imThose who are Interested In join- portant child welfare movements
ing the college YMCA should see In California.
Walter Dowdy, Ed Bullard, or
A leading Portia of women gradWaldo Brooke before Friday, or uates is Miss Laura M. Tilden
they may leave their names with (Mrs. Ray) who has made a (115
the Y.W.C.A secretary, Mary Hill tinguished record in the legal prafemsion. Another leader in this field
In Room 14.

Marion
Starr - ted it all

Women Notables
Among Grads

,

ONA HARDY

eoni Elmore, aviation major.
was made a member of the 20
Flying club last week. Member.
ship its limited to twenty only
Mary Sawyer and Doris Shields
are the only women naembers.
The Flying club, although du.
dents, alumni, and professors belong, is an off-campus organtra.
tion formed for pleasure, but
mostly, according to Mary saw.
yen-, to enable the students to
learn to fly and to put in then
hours at a reasonable price.
The individual members imem
sit least eight hours a month flying, which they do at any time
covcnient. While flying, a member
does not go any further from
the San Jose airport than gliding
distance. The Taylor Craft plane
belongs to the club and is used
by all the members.

Social Groups Not Always Quad Lizards,
Research Shows; Sororities Once
Pursued Learning
Sororities and campus clubs did from the beginning, was started
not, in the beginning, hold noisy in 1898. They pledged to study
quad sessions and exchange bits literature, art, drama, and parliamentary law.
of campus news, but met in a
Browning (Beta Gamma Chi) no.
classroom and discussed with quiet
formality the leading educational clety was formed as a clam of
trends of the day.
, grammar of Dr. Henry Meade
Allenian sorority was once the ; Bland. The group organised in
Allenian Rhetorical society. Found- 11900 out of a common liking for
ed in Novemer, 1896, the group Browning’s poetry. Originally It
was known as "Lovers of LearnI was open to both men and woing’’, and had as their aim "to
gain knowledge of parliamentary men. In 1908 the club became
more social and was limited to
usage".
women only. The old Browning
LOVERS OF WISDOM
They also (lentil-al to honor Prof- motto, "Best be thyself; Imperial,
essor Charles H. Allen, who was and true," is still used.
president of the Normal School
OTHER GROUPS
at San Jose from 1873 to 1899;
Two other groups came to the
so adopted his name.
campirs in later years. Phi KapThe Ero Sophian Literary society was founded in 1900, by a pa Pi was founded in 1926 and
group who termed themselves Kappa Kappa Sigma in 1932. Both
"Lovers of Wisdom". One of the are social sororities.
San Jose State college had the
highlights of their past was when
the group decided to present "As’ first student organization in CalYou Like It" on the college lawn.’ ifornia when the Young Women’s
The affair was ups-at by the Christian Association founded a
earthquake, but later staged, al- ’ group here in 1886.
though the lights failed and other
organizations
Other
women’s
difficulties were encountered. The that have become prominent here
society is now known as Ern are: A.W.S., founded in 1922:
Sophian,
W.A.A., founded in 1921; and Bel
SCHOLARS
Canto, women’s glee club in 1927Sappho club, which was social 28.

YMCA RETREAT

Marion Starr, graduate of 1937,
was first editor of the Spartan
Daily women’s edition. Through
her efforts this event has been
made an annual tradition.
is Cassie Wright (Mrs. Stevens).
Almost every field of endeavor
has been invaded by energetic women graduates of this college
Leading attorneys, educators, physicians, literary figures, religious
leaders, welfare workers, business-,
women, and public officials, Hat
among their number women graduates of San Jose State college.
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By PAT BLACKWOOD
at
jr a girl reaches the age
is still not married,
Meaty -five and
as well give up as
she might just
and call it a bad job
an old maid
of most
--that’s the philosophy
A. Wilt
co-eds, but to Mr. William
serger, head of the San Jose State
is about
Police school. twenty-five

Santa Clara Student
DeGroot
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Speak

Tomorrow

it; however, too many girls want
to take police courses just for the
thrillit is thrilling, but also hard
work."
Statistics

have

proven

that

properly selected and trained women

are

as adept as any

man

in the fields of criminology.
INTUITION vs. HUNCHES
When asked about the intuitions
of women

in

finding

clues.

Mr.

Wiltberger replied: "Women have
Intuitions and men have hunches,

Discussing football tactics and
Clara
the San Jose State-Santa
Defootball game, Coach "Dud"
Groot will speak before Vey regular
gathering of the seniors in :lie
Little Theater tomorrow. As special
guest speaker for the morning Pat
Hefferman, president of the student body of Santa Clara UniversIty, will extend greetings to the
group from the Santa Clara students. He will also discuss rootball in an effort to create a goodwill feeling between the two colleges.

started
study
parlia

t he beat age for a woman to secure
a position in police work.
WOMEN A NECESSITY
!
"By the time women reach that
age," said Mr. Wiltberger, "they’re
either married or excellently
!trained for police fields. Womer
I are necessary in some phases of
ipolice work, and the law requires

ing will he Jim Welch.
First arrangements for the anI nual Junior -Senior Mixer to ue
I held November 16 in the Spartan
I Union were made at a meeting a
the executive council in the Spartan Union yesterday. Jack Green’s
popular five piece orchestra has
been engaged to furnish music for
the affair and refreshments will be
served during the evening.

so you really can’t compare them
Many women have been too sheltered to know their way around
in life, but a well trained woman
is invaluable in police departments."

POSITIONS OPEN
Some of the positions offered to
women are secretarial, clerical,
identification, laboratory technician, psychiatric social work, charge
of women, girls and small boys,
Victor Erickson was appointed
to head a committee to take charge crime prevention, including inspection of public dance diens, etc., and
of the senior float in the Noise
some investigational work.
Pa rade Friday night.

Johnny Knight and his orchestra
will play the new fight song and ,
will
Bill Newby
Garcia andk
y
n
iP
be present to lead the fourth yearwrit.
men in the prize-winning yell,
ten by Ray Burton.

ro-eds Today
Share Once
Ruled , Campus
to

There will be no business meeting, according to President Dick
Lane, who announces that a colThe modern co-ed has keen
lection will be taken for the Comcompetition when it comes to dommunity Chest in an effort to meet
inating in higher brackets of camthe quota set for the college.
pus activities today. But time was
Master of ceremonies for the meet
when Betty Co-ed was virtually
first, last, and in between on Washington Square. The present male
faction will have to hand it to
hershe rates a long line of firsts
in the saga of this institution.
FIRST GRAD
The first night meeting of the
To begin with, back in 1863 she
quarter of the Badminton club will was the first collegian handed a
be held from 7 to 9 this evening sheepskin, as well as the second,
in the Women’s gym. All old and third, and fourth. There was no
new members are urged to attend male graduate in the first class.
At the last meeting, Dr. Irene
No less a power than the presPalmer was elected faculty ad- ent czar of the music departviser for the club. (The Spartan ment, Mr. Adolph Otterstein, owes
Daily wishes to acknowledge this his position to a woman, one Miss
correction.)
Ida Fisher who in 1912 presided
The Badminton club has al - over the first music department.
The three men who now domranged many interesting contests
with other schools and groups of inate the Education department,
badminton enthusiasts. Some of namely Dr. Elmer Staffelbach, Dr.
these include San Mateo junior Joseph Marr Gwinn, and Mr. Wilcollege, the San Jose State faculty ham Sweeney, must needs bow to
group, and a tentative night game Miss Mary J. Titus, now Mrs. Hamleton, who headed the fir3t trainwith Los Gatos high school.
ing department nucleus for the
present set-up.
The first editor of the college
2500 additional seats for the
newspaper was a woman.
San Jose -Santa Clara game
The first student body presiwere placed on sale Monday
dent was a female.
at the various downtown ticket
Seemingly masculine fields in
agencies.
which women graduates have made
good are law medical science, business, and public officialdom.
Before 1913 there were three
feminine attorneys, twelve physicians, three women holding public
office, and more than a score in
the business world, alumnae of

RALLY

HEAD

S.F.U. DANCE

A DAY AT THE GAMES
*

:14

OR

AMAZONS *STAGE *DEBUT
By JEANNE TUTTLE
In the good ole days of 1910,I
the Amazons made their first!
debut on the basketball court in
dainty black bloomers and billowy
white blouses, and took the State
Normal School quite by storm.
"Yep," said one of the boys of
the ole school, as he grinned out
from behind his sweeping handlebar mustache, "there was a time
when women had the upper hand
in everything in the school, including sports."
24 MEN
"There were 670 students enrolled here at that time, and 24
of them were boys," He cackled
as he gave the handlebar a twist.
"We had to wear these things
to tell us apart from the girls."
Cyrus went on to tell us about
the time the boys’ basketball team
went down to see the girls’ team
leave San Jose to play the University of Nevada. The boys presented the travelers with "a delicious package of entertainment"
of the latest magazines and games.
It was to keep the girls out of
mischief on their trip, he explained. Can’t you just see our
varsity boys giving us a send-off
to victory?
PEP STORY
However this same fine, loyal

spirit dominated throughout the
school. It even went 30 far as to
have a pep talk printed on the
front page of the April 13th edition of the school paper, "The
Normal Times". Here is a taste
of their journalism:
"On April 16th the girls’ basketteam of the University of

ball

Nevada will be our guests.
your

BOYS’ TEAM
Cyrus spat on the floor and
reminisced about the most exciting trip of the year, the time the
Normal boy’s basketball team went
to Pacific Grove to play the high
school. The following quote was
taken out of the paper:
"The team arrived in high spirits
and spent the afternoon enjoying
the sea breeze, in scaling the
rocks at Lover’s Point, and in
gathering specimens of sea life."
(I dunno, maybe it helped, for
they defeated Pacific Grove to the
tune of 20 to 6.)

CONDUCTED BY SUBJECT MAJORS

Yes, this is a man . . . No, it’s
no joke even if it is a women’s
edition. He really belongs here
. . . . because he heads the rally
committee which is staging a
super-super "Big game" pep
round -up Friday.

Wiltberger

Speaks

"In speaking of police training,
one can compare our men with
football players," said Mr. William
A. Wiltberger, head of the San
Jose State Police school, in a
speech given yesterday noon at
Hotel De Anza.
"Like football men, police students must have the fundamental
training in order to be good policemen," stated Mr. Wiltberger.

Sign For Party
A pre-rally party sponsored by
the Presbyterian Campus club will
be held Thursday evening from
7:30 to 10 in Room 1 of the Home
Economics building Games, group
singing, and a program have been
planned for the party by Barbara
’Crawford, general chairman.

...0

HE WAS WELL HEELED
AND HEEL SHOP
SOLE
FLINDT’S
168 So. Second St.

Not all modern girls are dudea to apply knowledge gained in the
in housework, at least not San Jose class room in a normal, homelike
State college Home Economies surrounding.
majors.
"The apartment is run entirely
Majors in the Home Economics by the girls, who must do their
course must spend a six -weeks
own buying and plan all the menus
period in the campus home manfor the six-weeks period," Miss
agement apartment, which is used
McIlvaine said. There are four
as a practical laboratory. Miss
duties that must be performed. One
1Mary McIlvaine is the faculty ad- girl is the manager or hostess, anviser. According to Miss McIlvaine,
other plans the menus and superthe purpose of the apartment is
vises the buying. One co-ed must
to give the students an opportunity
cook, and another is the waitress.
These duties are rotated during
the period.

Date Set For Annual
A.W.S. Hi Jinx

A charge of twenty-five dollars
Is made for the period, whicn
covers the cost of board. Only one
Converted into Story Book Land,
girl sleeps at the apartment at a
the Women’s gymnasium will be
time, and that is when it is her
the scene of the annual Hi Jinx
turn to cook.
sponsored by Associated Women
Each co-ed during her turn as
Students Wednesday evening, Nohostess must entertain several facvember 10.
ulty members at dinner. Two stu
"Come dressed as your favorite
dent parties are also held during
character of fiction" is the slogan
the term.
chosen for the Jinx, and prizes
will be awarded for the best representative figures. Games and
dancing, with a grand march, will
be the main entertainment of the
evening.

Get Your

College Haircut
AT

THE SPORT
HAIR CUTTING PARLOR
HAIR CUTTING 50c
32 E. San Antonio
CARL FERANNA prop.

35c LUNCHES I

Opposite Kre-sa

AT
0
A

ROSETTA’S BEAUTY SALON

Colored Band
NAPREDAK

HALL

offers
WAVES
SPECIAL PRICES ON SHAMPOOS & FINGER
Building.
YWCA
Only.
For College Girls

SPORT

After S.J.-S.C. Game
1151

Put

imagination

on
this proposition, Normalites, and
give the Sagebrush girls a royal
time. Let them share the hospitality and let them be saturated
with that same spirit that we incensed Chico with. Rally the support of our victorious team and the
results will be an easy victory."

NOTICE
Lost: Brown zipper billfold containing $10 in change, Santa Clai a
ticket, student body card, and operator’s license. Probably lost Li
men’s gym. Liberal reward. Reare turn to Lost and Found or Bruce
As early as 1908 San Jose State, ’ribose who plan to attend
the Marble
I had produced three professional asked to sign on the poster on
main bulletin hoard Thursday.
newspaper women.

,25

productive

HOME ECONOMICS EXPERIMENTAL STATION

BADMINTON CLUB
MEETS TONIGHT;
WOMEN’S G Y M

is
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BLOOM’S
135 South First Street

Authentic

CAMPUS FOOTWEAR

Santne(

posil
one

Ever since State graduated from a -Normal- to a College, we have made it a point
to offer the co-eds real campus styles in
footwear.
Collegiate models found on the campus’
of Stanford - California - USC and other
universities are to be found right here in
our store. We enjoy and cater to the whims
of today’s co-ed not only because of her
refreshing youthfulness but also because
she usually knows what she wants when
she wants it.
Why not stop in today and see the new fall
models. You’ll find the latest in grey and
brown leather oxfords and crepe soled
sports, the current modes in informal footwear as well as trim and dainty evening
slippers.
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Hosiery-- Bags-- Belts
For your hosiery may we suggest our own
brand which is manufactured for us by one
of the largest mills? We feel you will find
no better hosiery anywhere, at the same
price, and it comes in service - chiffon - extra sheer. For those who want the finest
in hose we suggest I. Miller or Gotham.
Beautiful bags and belts, many of them
matched to our footwear, are on display
in our accessory department. We know you
will want to see these items for they do
help a lot to ’’make" an outfit.
Why not use our new 90-day budget plan
for your footwear needs and accessories?

Also in Palo Alto
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Filival Coaches Give Interviews
Spartans In Top Shape,
Says Dud DeGroot; Shaw
Fears Over Confidence
By GERALDINE ST1CKLES
"Sim Jose’s football team is in top condition for the tilt with
Santa Clara Saturday, except for the absence of Captain DuBose and
possibly Lloyd Wattenbarger," was the statement of Coach Dud
DeGroot, in an interview yesterday.
"Santa Clara has a lot more man power than San Jose. In every
position they have about four good men, but then they can only use
one at a time, so our boys are not afraid of that extra power," stated
DeGroot. "Santa Clara has three main threats which State will have.,
to overcome, and those are the bucking ability of several of the
Santa Clara men, the open field running of Roche, and the passing
attack that was used against Marquette University last week."
SANTA CLARA FIRED UP
"The type of game that we play will be entirely up to whether
State starts the game on the defensive or the offensive," declared Dud.
"We have 25 valuable players that are going to all work together.
Saturday afternoon, and it will take the special ability of all of them
for UB to come through with a victory. Santa Clara is all fired up
over their win last week -end and are elated over the fact that the
Marines held San Jose to a tie.
Questioned as to whether women play a part in football, Coach
DeGroot emphatically said, "Darn right they do. Four of the football players’ girls went down to San Diego last week -end and those
four players turned in the best performance that I have ever seen
from any of them. If the boys’ gal friends will keep them In training this week, it will be the greatest contribution to the squad that
anyone could offer," concluded the coach.

SCORES
SAN

SAN JOSE, CALIFORNIA, WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 3, 1937

SHAW
SOCCER TEAM TO
BATTLE DONS
SATURDAY
Disregarding their 1-0 setback at Stanford Saturday, the
San Jose soccer eleven yesterday opened practice for a return engagement with the University of San Francisco here
Saturday morning.
The Spartans, entirely off
form in the Indian encounter,
meet the invading Dons this
week -end on Spartan Field with
an even chance to score a win
over the visitors.
The San Jose reserves, victims of a 2-1 defeat at Menlo
J.C. Friday afternoon, play a
return game with the Jaycee
squad Wednesday afternoon on
the local field.

59
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7

JOSE STATE
Idaho
La Verne
Col. of Pacific
Nor. Arizona State
Willamette
Cal Tech
U. S. Marines

0
7
7
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7
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41
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41
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’""" Vermont
Dartmouth
Norwich
Rochester
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Mass. State
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41
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20
14
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Howard
Sewanee
South Carolina
Tennessee
George Washington
Kentucky
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BROOKS CLOTHING CO.
119 S. FIRST ST.

Authentic Collegiate Styles
"Hal" ToussIntCampus

Rep.

"Buck" Shaw Says . . .
"Santa Clara’s lineup will have all its first string varsity men,
with the exception of Louie Farasyn, to start with in the San JoseSanta Clara game Saturday," averred "Buck" Shaw, coach of Santa
Clara University, in a "fought-for" interview yesterday.
Head football coach of the
"San Jose has one of the strongest teams in Its football history
this year. With Zimmerman, McPherson, and Peregoy In their back- famed Santa Clara Broncos, who
field, we are really going to have to watch our step to come out on will send his charges against
the Spartans Saturday at the
top Saturday," was the emphatic affirmation of Shaw.
local stadium.
TO USE EVERY PLAY
"We are going to have to use every trick that we have in the Photo courtesy Mercury -Herald.
bag including passing attack, flanker plays, and line plays to keep
from coming home with the wrong end of the bacon."
"I’m a great deal in doubt about the attitude with which my
boys are entering the game. Last year they started the game overconfident and were held to a 7-0 score during the first half. If they
go out on the field with that same attitude this year, I’m of the
opinion that they will leave the field with no spirit at all, and on the
wrong end of the score."
Asked what part, if any, that women played in football. Shaw
flashed that wonderful personality smile of his, and answered that
he wouldn’t know Cause they didn’t have any of them around Santa
Clara.

Trade in Your Old Racket on a New One

GORDON’S TENNIS SHOP
Specializing in The
REPAIRING
and
RESTRINGING
of all kinds of
TENNIS and BADMINTON EQUIPMENT
Columbia 1764

125 East San Fernando

ROOS
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FROSH GRIDDERS PREPARE ’STUDENT TEACHERS Miss Hoisholt Displays Art
Works Collected In Orient
FOR SANTA ROSA JAYCEE SHIFT COUNTY, C!TY
Water Polo Team TRAINING LOCATIONS
rimsDolphin
n . .
Collected dining a six weeks’
stay in Japan and a two week’s
visit in China, Miss Estelle Hoisholt yesterday displayed objects
of Oriental art and described the
methods and technique of the
works, in Art Orientation.
Of particular interest were Neveral original prints done by Yoshida, the most oustanding woodprint artist of Japan, with whom
Miss Hoisholt had the pleasure
of an informal visit. Yoshida dem _

Their game with the San Francisco Jaycee postponed by rain
last Saturday, Coach "Tiny" Hail
ranft’s freshmen griciders are now
preparing for the clash with Santa
Rosa junior college there on Friday night.
IU
The Spartan Babes will be
strengthened by the return of
SAN FRANCISCO, Nov. 2-O’Grady, an outstanding punter. San Jose State college varsity
O’Grady was hurt a few weeks waterpolo team soundly shelacked
ago an has been out since.
the Dolphin Club, 17-0 in the
Santa Rosa lost to Menlo junior Olympic club pool tonight.
college last week-end, and the loLed by Frank Sa_ar.age who
cal Frosh havr a Vffr over Menlo’’’’
showeS’ some of the form he disseason.
the
in
earlier
recorded
played as a freshman, the SparThus by comparative scores, the tan sextette had it all over the
be
should
San Jose footballers
San Francisco team. High point
favored to win.
man of the game, Savage scored
On Armistice Day the Frosh
will meet St. Mary’s babes in a
special game at Martinez.

INTRAMURAL
SPORTS
By MARY ELLEN STULL
Last night’s Intramural score
books found the Santa Clara
Blackbirds victors over the Bears
by 26-20 in the Inter-city league
game, with Harrall of the Bean,
high point man with 12 points.
Hunt and Ray of the Blackbirds
tied with 6 points apiece.

Ilo

.

San Jose State student teachers
have entered into the second six
weeks of their training period.
Those who were teaching in city
transferred to
schools have been tr
and students workcounty
gni;sloohcs
in country positions have been
changed to city schools.
The following students are work- =dratted the work and patience
ing in city schools: Frances Gon- ’ required in his art.
sales, Carmel; Maraltn Brown,
ORIGINAC’S
Esther Hunter, Watsonville; LuIn the creation of an Oriental
cille Lathrop, Palo Alto; Elinor
to design
is necessary
,it
tn
irpw
Irene the subject, cut a separate wood
Davis, Elizabeth Turner.
Silva, Alfred Brown, Geraldine block for each color desired, and
Agnes perform a special process used
Kocher,
Helen
Lorentz,
seven goals against the club.
Rittiman, Barbara Bunker, Edna ,
gradation.
Captain Howard
Withycombe
Mary I, forOther originals
Coffeln,
Bernita
, Wisely.
ginals were prints by
showed unusual form in the posiTucker, San Jose.
tion of goal keeper defending the
,
[The following have been changed ’
Spartan goal from the onslaught
it::g,country positions: Janet Whit- ,
the Dolphin club. Seconding ,
Gladys
Monterey county;
At their first party and business
Savage
in
number of points
D
i
iZobel. Santa Cruz county; Eliz- meeting of the year, the Kinderscored
was
Al
Wempe
who.
i abeth Willi, Mary F. Donovan, garten-Primary group elected
chalked up three points against
Louise Henry, Nina Millhone, Edith Elaine Johns president for the enthe club, with Martin Wempe scorBurkington, Ruby Anderson, Wil- suing year. Betty Bolton will serve
ing two. Making one point each
liam Silveria, Virginia Perry, Yin- as vice-president. Leila Merritt is
for the local boys were Jack,
ett.e Kolda, Margaret James, Paul secretary-treasurer, and Winifred
Windsor, Jack Butler, and Elmer 1
Lucille Stone is reporter.
Beeman,
Gale
Becker,
Leslie.
Neely, Mary Martha French, Elvira
The meeting was held in Room
Fallquist, Carmelita Berge, Santa
1 of the Art building, and plans
Clara county.
for the quarter were made.

1 CLUB ELECTS OFFICERS

,

the 18th century artists, Outa
Harumobu, Hiroskige, aela
usal.
"OBI"

Valuables in the collection
won
several "obis", sashes worn by the
Japanese, one of which was 80
years old, and a piece of a ’’kezet"
the robe worn by a priest
Several towels were represents
tit’ of stencil work done by the
Japanese. Sonic of these towels
Miss Hoisholt bought just before
leaving Japan, and it is interest.
tog to note that they depict war
scenes.
A large portion of Miss Rol
sholt’s collection is still in Shanghal, being held there because of
war conditions. She returned
the President Hoover at the time
it was bombed.
NOTICE

Heads of the Christmas Banquet
please meet in the WAA room.
at 4 today. By order of the pee.
identl Jeanne Staffelbach.
Freshman and varsity basket.
ball practice will start Monday.
November 8th. Freshmen must
appear for sIgnup and practice
at 4 p.m. Larry Arnerich, form.
er Spartan captain, will be in
charge. No equipment will be
furnished until the squad is
selected.
(Signed),
Coach Bill Hubbard.

Weston, Noted Artist,
Interviewed By Co-ed Proofs Are Released

The Yip000 Birds defeated the
(Contimiml from Page Ose)
Timber Wolves of the House
Mr. Weston believes that oholeague to the score of 52 to 31.
tography as a hobby will continue
Radunich was high point man for!
to thrive in popularity "because it
a with Castle a close
the Yip
1 is a vital part of our day."
second with 15 points. Thuman
" The candid camera of today has
made 11 tallies for the Timber!
j done much damage to good phoWolves,
es.
It reIn Inter-fraternity league APO’s j tography," he continued.
led DTO’s by 24 to 19 at the final sults in hastily snapped pictures
whistle. Wellington of Apo wan , lacking all qualities necessary for
: good prints, and half the negatives
high point man.
The Faculty-Juniors game in the end up by being thrown away."
Inter-class league was postponed
Mr. Weston was rather reluctuntil November 15
ant to say much on women in
photography. However, he finally
admitted that he thought women
6 P. M.
lacked the creative instinct necCherokees vs. Police School.
essary for good photography. He
5 from 525 vs. Spartan Daily.
7 P.M.Spartan Stags vs. Spartan Knights.
Acorns vs. Pilots.

GAMES TONIGHT

no appointments will be made, acThe Coleman photographer will cording to Arthur Van Horn, editor
be on the campus until November of La Torre.
6 for the sole purpose of distribut- ,
ing proofs of pictures taken, and

also believes that it is a difficult
medium for women from the
, physical
point of viewheavy
1 cameras, tripods, and so forth being necessary equipment for pro. fessional photographers.
Among the present day women
photographers, Mr. Weston considers the work of the following
artists the most worthwhile: Margarethe Mather, Sonya Noskowskik.
Imogen Cunningham, Sibyl Antkeyev, Margaret Burke White, aril
Bernice Abbott.

Years ago it took money to go to a place
to eat and drink. Today your Co-ed Crush
says WHEN and WHERE.

A Good Lunch

for . . . 25c

EPSILON SIGMA ALPHA
SORORITY

Announces

FALL

Its

FORMAL

At The Los Altos Country Club
SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 6
SEMI FORMAL

Dancing To The Music of Frank Paradise
BIDS 61.25 0111’AINABLE AT THE DOUR

15 So, First St.

CUP OF SOUP
RED HOTS, HAMBURGERS,
CHEESEBURGERS, CHILIBURGERS

CHOICE OF SANDWICH
AND SALAD

:r

CRAWFORD’S
Ballard

1525

33 E. SAN ANTONIO

9-1

STRATFORDS

THE FAMOUS Coney Island
32 E. SANTA CLARA ST.

You Will Like Our Home
Made Candles

Annual

Slim
Get Your Hair Cut At The

1

NEW

FORMALS
Lit Women

BURRELL BUILDING
BARBER SHOP
A PARTICULAR SFIOP
FOR PARTICULAR CUSTOMERS

$859AND
UP

246 So. First St,

Phone Bal. 8156

Satins - Crepes - Velvets!
New season allure for women
these sculptured formals!

CO-EDS :-

In

Rest Wishes For A Successful Edition!

beautifully
hiplines make
them devastating in their simplicity. Black, rich colors.
Draped

slim

SPECIAL ORDERS
<
The Hair Trend Is Going Up
You will be charmed with the
flattery of the smart coiffures
created by our experts Superior
permanent waving with our personality hair cutting and shaping

La Rosa Beauty Salon
186 S. Second St.

Col. 2812

skirt

bdclices,
and

sae

We deliver, without charge, any order of ice cream or
delicious punch that you may want. You will find that our
products are the best in San Jose.
"ALWAYS, MORE FOR YOUR MONEY"

SAN JOSE CREAMERY
149 SOUTH FIRST STREET

Same Low Prices
CASH or CREDIT
OPEN AN ACCOUNT

